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Gender, gestation and ectogenesis: self- 
determination for pregnant people 
ahead of artificial wombs
Claire Horn   

Abstract In this short response, I agree 
with Cavaliere’s recent invitation to consider 
ectogenesis, the process of gestation occurring 
outside the body, as a political perspective 
and provocation to building a world in which 
reproductive and care labour are more justly 
distributed. But I argue that much of the 
literature Cavaliere addresses in which scholars 
argue that artificial wombs may produce 
greater gender equality has the limitation of 
taking a fixed, binary and biological approach 
to sex and gender. I argue that in taking steps 
toward the possibility of more just practices of 
caregiving and family making, we must look 
first not to artificial womb technologies but to 
addressing the ways that contemporary legal 
and social practices that enforce essentialising, 
binary ways of thinking about reproductive 
bodies inhibit this goal.

In her recent article, Cavaliere persua-
sively intervenes in a growing body of 
literature in which scholars have suggested 
that artificial womb technologies might 
serve to alleviate gender inequality. As 
Cavaliere argues, these kinds of claims 
might most usefully be framed as political 
provocations, invitations to attend to the 
way in which ‘the sets of arrangements 
that enable a society to reproduce itself, 
such as domestic labour, pregnancies, and 
childrearing, are currently largely borne 
by women’.i We do not yet know to what 
extent artificial womb technologies will 
ever be capable of replicating gestation. In 
forthcoming work with Romanis, I 
consider the scientific barriers that might 
draw speculation on full ectogenesis into 
question and outline some of the existing 
legal realities that limit the possibility that 
ectogenesis could have the radical impact 
of which some feminist scholars have 
dreamt.ii Cavaliere’s assertion that the 

possibility that ectogenesis may one day be 
able to redistribute the physical act of 
gestation but will do nothing on its own to 
address the stark realities of contemporary 
social inequality is one with which I 
wholeheartedly agree.

I want to offer here, however, a brief 
reflection on the understanding of gender 
in Cavaliere’s article as well as many of the 
articles her work is in conversation with. 
As Cavaliere eloquently demonstrates, 
several feminist scholars have made some 
version of the claim that ectogenesis could 
help further the cause of gender equality 
by allowing women to share the work 
of gestating with men. While Cavaliere’s 
work is dedicated to responding to these 
authors, it bears noting here that there 
is also a body of bioethical literature in 
which scholars make the related claim that 
artificial wombs might increase the rights 
and responsibilities of male progenitors 
towards the fetus. These claims impor-
tantly diverge from those made in the 
feminist texts Cavaliere discusses: they are 
not focused on the possibility of ectogen-
esis to alleviate the weight of reproductive 
and care labour on women, but rather 
on the possibility that ectogenesis might 
allow men greater access to a gestating 
fetus. While scholars writing in this second 
group sometimes share the aim of feminists 
who seek to promote a greater balance in 
gendered reproductive labour, at other 
times, they are implying that reproduc-
tive autonomy for women has gone too 
far and that women have been granted a 
‘monopoly […in] deciding the fate of the 
embryo and foetus’.iii Welin neglects to 
acknowledge that there are in fact vitally 
important reasons why we might seek to 
give a pregnant person sole charge over 
a fetus gestating in their body (namely, to 
prevent the serious infringement on their 

bodily autonomy that would occur should 
another progenitor be allowed to inter-
vene). As I argue elsewhere, the fight for 
protecting pregnant people’s reproductive 
autonomy in the form of global protection 
for abortion rights and access to reproduc-
tive care throughout the lifespan is very 
much ongoing.iv

But despite differing political aims, both 
the feminist literature analysed by Cava-
liere and the bioethical literature I have 
noted above arrive at the same place: the 
claim that artificial wombs could radi-
cally alter the relationship between men, 
women and fetuses. What allows these 
two discourses to converge in a claim that 
artificial wombs may produce ‘gender 
equality’ is a shared treatment of ‘gender’ 
and ‘sex’ as interchangeable, binary and 
fixed. According to this literature, ecto-
genesis produces equality in gestation, and 
revolutionises the very act of gestating, by 
negating the purported biological reality 
that only women can gestate and allowing 
this process to be shared with or redis-
tributed to men. As Cavaliere writes, the 
conclusion drawn in much of this schol-
arship is that the technology will create 
a new kind of gender equality, and in 
some instances, that ectogenesis should be 
pursued precisely because it could liberate 
women ‘from the tyranny of biology’.v

I support Cavaliere’s call for ectogenesis 
as political provocation and indeed imag-
ining ectogenesis as a means of sharing care 
labour might do much to draw attention 
to its contemporary unequal distribution. 
But there is another political provocation 
that I believe we should attend to here. 
I agree with Cavaliere, and the feminist 
authors with whom she engages, that the 
social and physical ways in which preg-
nancy has long impacted women’s bodies 
in particular is a site of urgency. I agree 
also that balancing the unequal distribu-
tion of reproductive labour within cisgen-
dered heterosexual couples would be a 
significant site of social progress. But in 
speculating on the future impact of ecto-
genesis on gender inequality, I think our 
conversations will be most generative 
if we begin the project of disentangling 
gender from reproduction by rejecting 
binary understandings of human repro-
ductive roles.
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The texts that Cavaliere addresses in her 
article as well as the bioethical texts that 
argue ectogenesis could offer more repro-
ductive autonomy to male progenitors, 
take sex and gender as binary, fixed catego-
ries in order to read artificial wombs as the 
place at which gender equality can begin. 
But while it is true that in moving gesta-
tion outside of the body, artificial wombs 
open ‘new possibilities that could upset the 
traditional male- dominated family struc-
ture’,vi many families, and many pregnant 
people, have long disrupted these norms. 
Legal regulation, healthcare provisions and 
existing social norms at best lag behind 
in protecting these families, and at worst, 
place obstacles in their paths. Consider, 
for instance, the refusal of a trans man’s 
self- determination inherent in the recent 
UK high court ruling in which a judge 
held that the man could not be registered 
as the ‘parent’ or the ‘father’ of his child 
but must be a ‘male mother’.vii While, 
as Pearce et alviii have commented, this 
ruling has compelling implications for the 
‘legal undoing of binary understandings 
of reproduction and gender, sex and the 
body’, it also speaks to the contemporary 

limitations of legal practices in recognising 
that not everyone who gestates is a woman 
or a mother. In creating a world in which 
ectogenesis could actually be used in the 
service of justice, and in the service of 
redistributing or sharing the work of gesta-
tion, thenwe need to first acknowledge that 
pregnancy is not ‘something that can only 
affect women’ix and we need to arrive at a 
social circumstance in which the pregnan-
cies of people of many sexes and genders 
are accepted on their own terms.

If we regard redistributing the associa-
tion of gestation with women alone as a 
desirable goal (as I do), we would do well 
to first address the ways that contempo-
rary legal and social practices that enforce 
essentialising, binary ways of thinking 
about reproductive bodies inhibit this 
goal. When it comes to sex and gender, 
biology is a ‘tyranny’ that we can refuse. 
I share Cavaliere’s desire for a world that 
is more equal and more just, one in which 
we might reach for the feminist utopia 
on which Firestone speculated. Seeking 
‘a true redistribution of the burdens and 
responsibilities of social reproduction’ 
might also begin with rejecting a biolog-
ically rendered definition of gender and 
acknowledging that we already live in 
a world in which men, non- binary and 
genderqueer people give birth and in 
which many women cannot or do not 
gestate.x To achieve the ‘comprehensive 
and radical programme for (feminist) 
revolution, leading to the elimination of 
(sexual) classes’, we might set our sights 
beyond gender ‘equality’ between men 

and women and towards justice for preg-
nant people and families of all genders.xi
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